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www.underpassparkmarket.com

market@corktown.ca

@Corktown.Market 

@underpass_park_farmers_market

@UP_Farmrs_Markt

29 Lower River Street
Toronto, ON

Thursdays 4-7:30 PM
Open rain or shine
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As a market we seek to foster the 
consumption of local produce and 
products for neighbourhood residents in 
Corktown.

 This area is undergoing rapid densification with both 
condominiums and social housing buildings proliferating 
throughout the past decade. The residential growth and 
lack of local food purchasing options has benefited our 
market enormously -- we've quickly become a fixture of 
the local community and gained a dedicated customer 
base who attends our weekly market.

OUR
MARKET
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One of the strengths of our market is the 
diversity and breadth of our vendors. 

This diversity allows us to facilitate a market space 
which is defined by respect and inclusion. Our market 
works to create an environment of equality for all people 
regardless of their race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, 
ethnic origin, disability, citizenship, creed, sex, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, same sex partnership, age, 
marital status, family status, immigrant status, receipt of 
public assistance, political a!liation, religious a!liation, 
level of literacy, language and/or socio-economic status. 
We do not tolerate hate speech or behaviour which 
would threaten the wellbeing of our vendors or 
customers in any way. Further, we actively work to o"er 
space for non-for-profit community groups.

EQUITY, 
DIVERSITY, 
& INCLUSION
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We are a relatively young market but we 
have been experiencing excellent growth 
and community engagement from 
Corktown residents.

 Despite challenges associated with COVID19, we did run 
a shortened physical market this season. Over the 
course of fifteen market days, we hosted 6,837 visitors, 
for an average of 456 visitors/market. We have invested 
in a large amount of signage throughout the area, and 
have a dedicated group of volunteers who actively 
canvass local neighbourhoods and buildings. We expect 
to see further growth this year, as more condominium 
units become occupied and community knowledge of 
our market increases. 

2020
SEASON
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We anticipate that we will be able to run 
a market for the 2021 season, though this 
will largely depend on our ability to 
secure a permit.

Given that we have now run one market in accordance 
with city regulations, and the prospect for vaccinations 
to be administered extensively in the coming months, 
we expect to run a similar market for this year. We 
expect most vendors are familiar with expected 
requirements, including the use of masks and PPE, limits 
on crowd size, and reductions on music and 
entertainment. Where possible, we will do our best to 
ensure the best possible experience for our patrons and 
for our vendors for the 2021 season.

2021
SEASON
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Our market draws a wide and diverse 
array of customers from throughout 
Corktown and surrounding 
neighbourhoods.

Our market demographics feature a high level of young 
professionals from surrounding condos, but also 
includes university students, retirees from a 
neighbouring building, and a host of families and 
community members from throughout eastern Toronto.

OUR
DEMOGRAPHICS
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Our market runs every Thursday from 
June 3rd until October 28th. 

We begin setting up at 2:45 on market days and vendors 
must be ready to sell for 4pm. Vendors must remain 
open until 7:30pm, unless sold out. If a vendor sells out, 
they must display a sold-out sign and may begin to start 
packing up. However, no tents can be disassembled until 
7pm at the earliest (unless instructed otherwise by the 
UPFM Manager). 

LOCATION
& HOURS
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After an application has been approved, vendors will be 
required to pay 50% of their total vendor fees up front to 
secure their spot. The balance will be due on the first 
market day. Fees are payable by e-transfer or cheque. 
Fees are non-refundable, except in the event that the 
UPFM Manager cancels a market day due to an 
emergency or extreme weather. In all our years of 
operation, we have never cancelled a market day. E-
transfers and cheques can be made to Mike Lawler, the 
Market Manager. Instructions will be included for e-
transfer and cash payments  Vendors will receive a 
receipt for payment once they have paid in full.

VENDOR
FEES

Vendor fees per vendor per 10'x10' space

Full  Season

Part-time

Market Sponsor

*Additional costs may be incurred for additional vendor space

$770 ($35/market)

$40 per market day

$100 per market day
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After an application has been approved, vendors will be 
required to pay 50% of their total vendor fees up front to 
secure their spot. The balance will be due prior to the 
first market day. Fees are payable by e-transfer or cash. 
Fees are non-refundable, except in the event that the 
UPFM Manager cancels a market day due to an 
emergency or extreme weather. In all our years of 
operation, we have never cancelled a market day. 
Instructions for payment will be included on the invoice.

PAYMENT

February 1

April 1

April 20

May 14

June 2

June 3

Applications open

Applications due

Deposit due - 50% of market fees

Insurance certificate or Liability waiver due (all vendors)
Toronto Public Health Form due (food vendors)

Balance due

First market of the season

*If vendors need an alternative arrangement for the payment of 
fees, please contact the market manager directly

Vendor Fee Payment Schedule for 2021
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These items are not included in the vendor fees. Tent 
weights are mandatory due to occasional strong winds.

TENTS & 
STORAGE
Due to the lack of storage facilities, vendors 
are responsible for bringing their own tents, 
tables, weather protection, displays, signage, 
chairs, electrical cords, etc.
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Vendors must consult the UPFM Manager and receive 
approval before bringing heavy-duty appliances as extra 
fees may apply and the circuit capacity must be 
appropriately managed.

ELECTRICITY
With a finite amount of electricity, sharing is 
an important part of meeting everyone’s 
electrical needs.
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Paid parking is available on residential streets 
surrounding Underpass Park, though we have applied for 
parking with our park permit for this season. If approved, 
this will allow for parking on-site and with limited 
additional cost to vendors.

The UPFM will not be held responsible for any tickets or 
towing that may occur during market days. At no time 
can vehicles stop or park in a way that obstructs the 
flow of tra!c.

VEHICLE ACCESS 
& PARKING
Vehicle access to the park is allowed during 
set-up and take-down and is most easily 
accessed at the south side of the park.
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Processed, Prepared, and Other Foods
All makers and vendors of processed, prepared and 
other foods have to comply with Provincial, Federal, and 
Municipal Public Health regulations and food safety 
standards that pertain to their respective product(s). 
Further, the UPFM requires the vendor to provide the 
address of the commercial or inspectable kitchen used 
for production/processing. Processed foods, value added 
foods and preserved foods may be sold at the UPFM as 
long as the foods are produced in an inspectable 
kitchen, and the producer is abiding by Toronto Public 
Health (TPH) guidelines and ensures the proper 
preparation, storage and handling of such products for 
the safety of UPFM customers. Vendors belonging to this 
category will be provided with guidelines when applying 
for a stall, and are required to obtain a Food Handler 
Certification.

On-Site Prepared Foods
Any vendor selling food items that are being prepared 
on-site during UPFM hours for direct consumption or 
take-away, has to follow TPH guidelines in the 
preparation, proper handling and storing of such foods, 
and is required to obtain a Food Handler Certification, 
and to have a hand washing station in their booth.

ETC.
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Wild and Gathered Foods
All wild and gathered foods have to be harvested 
sustainably and with permission from the owner of the 
land where they were harvested. This does NOT include 
pick-your-own harvesting operations on commercial 
farms and orchards.

Other Food Products
Food products that do not belong to the groups listed 
above can be sold at the UPFM as long as the producer 
can demonstrate an adequate reason why that product 
should be represented at the UPFM. These products may 
include commodities such as co!ee, tea, chocolate, hot 
sauce, etc.

Other Products
Hand-made crafts and art may be sold during special 
events or by invitation only (the exceptions are wool and 
sheep skins that can be sold on regular market days by 
the sheep farmer him/herself), and have to be approved 
by the UPFM Manager. If you have a product that is not 
listed in this document, enquire with the UPFM Manager 
for assistance.
At all times it is at the discretion of the UPFM Manager 
to accept or refuse certain products and vendors.

At all times it is at the discretion of the UPFM Manager 
to accept or refuse certain products and vendors.

ETC.
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